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Apollo Speaker Stand Selection Advice, Range Technical Chart & Mass Loading Filler Information

HOW TO SELECT THE CORRECT SPEAKER STANDS FOR YOUR SPEAKERS.

SPEAKER DETAILS Make & Model

In order to identify which stands would best match your speakers, you will need the following information.
1. Overall weight of the speaker the stands will be supporting.
2. Depth of the cabinet (excluding the grill cover and speaker cable binding posts).
3. Width of the cabinet. (The width/ depth dimensions will be referred to below as the speaker “footprint”)
4, Overall Height of the speaker along with the height of the tweeter from the bottom of the speaker cabinet.
Selecting the correct top plate.
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Weight:Depth:Width:Height: -

To Tweeter:-

Most speakers will have a square or rectangular footprint, so if the speaker stand top plate dimensions are smaller than the footprint of the speaker AND a reasonable area
of coverage is achieved (aim for a minimum of 75% of the speaker’s base being covered with the speaker stand top plate) then you will be ok.
If the speaker cabinet is curved, teardrop or an unusual shape, you will need to measure the optimum area of coverage of the underneath of the speaker as the top plate of
the speaker stand that you are going to use will be either rectangular or square. There can be multiple ways of achieving this.

For example, if the footprint of the speaker looks like this: -

then your choice of top plate dimensions needs to be within the outer boundaries.

So could look like this: or
. If you are worried that the total contact area is marginal, replace the gel pads that are supplied with the
speaker stands that form a protective barrier between the top plate and speaker cabinet with a little bonding putty, (Blutak or similar). Please note, if the speaker has feet,
they must be included in the top plate measurements as they need to be supported.
Selecting the correct base plate/ base panel.
The footprint width and depth of the speaker should be smaller than the width and depth of the speaker stand base plate. If the speaker is 10-20mm over the base plate
dimensions in any one direction, then you MUST add some mass loading filler (Atacama Atabites are designed for this) to the main vertical support tubes. Aim for 1/2 to
2/3rds full to give stability to the stands. DO NOT exceed these recommendations without checking with your hifi dealer first as you will risk the stands being unstable.
Selecting the correct height
Check with the speaker manufacturer for guidance on what is the optimum height that your specific speakers. If that information is not available, as a rule you need to have
the tweeter at ear height when seated at your favourite listening position in the room. So, measure from the centre of the tweeter to the bottom of the cabinet, deduct this
number from listening position measurement and what is left is the approximate height of the stands you should be aiming for.

APPROXIMATE MAXIMUM ATABITE CAPACITY FOR ATACAMA/ APOLLO SPEAKER STANDS
(*PER PAIR)
To get the best possible performance from your speaker stands, it is recommended that
where possible, the main vertical columns are partially filled with a high-density inert filler.
By adding Atabites, you will reduce stand ringing and give a tune-able platform from which
to set up you bookshelf speakers.
The amount of filler to use will depend on the speakers, cables, speaker positioning, hifi
component match, room acoustics and what sonic characteristics the listener is looking for.
The more Atabites used, the more depth of bass, detail and defined sound stage should be
heard. However, overfilling can dull the stands causing detail and mid-range to soften, so
experiment with the amount used to match the speaker stands to your specific
requirements.
As a rule, half to two thirds full gives the best results.
Featuring new zinc coated steel micro-discs, the Atabite SMD-Z 7HD inert filler has a range of
particulate sizes giving consistent sonic performance. The Zinc coating adds mass, protects
the filler from both oxidization and degradation while enhancing the visual aesthetics.
PLEASE NOTE- Atabites are supplied by weight, not volume. (7 kg tubs). Some settling of
contents may occur in transit.
Atabite mass comparison to beach sand.
Atabite SMD-HD Conversion Amount: 1 litre (L) of volume Equals: 4.18 kilograms (kg - kilo) in
weight
Beach Sand Conversion Amount: 1 litre (L) of volume Equals: 1.53 kilograms (kg - kilo) in
weight
Source: https://www.traditionaloven.com/building/beach-sand/convert-beach-sand-liter-tokg-of-beach-sand.html

*Moseco CC series sold and Atabite volume rated as a single speaker stand. Moseco and
NeXXus CM series cable management tube is non-fillable.

